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account of profits
see also remedies 184-5
acquiescence
breaches of duty, to 89, 94
lack of notice of board meetings, to
14
age limit 21-2
alternate directors 13
appointment 18-20
restrictions on 25-38
articles of association
competition, prohibition of 106
contracts with own company,
permitting 79
directors, election of 19-20
directors, numbers of 19
disclosure of interests in contracts,
duty of 80-2
exemptions from liability, void
provisions 74, 81(n17), 210
indemnification for legal costs 210-12
management article (reg 66(1)) 44-8,
109-10, 147-8
managing directors, removal of
195-6, 198-200
meetings, attendance 12-16, 137
purposes, proper 111
remuneration 191-2
sue, power to 147
Table A, role of 39
takeovers, to discourage 119
void provisions, exemption from
liability 74, 81(n17), 210
audit committees 3, 4, 44
Australian Associated Stock Exchanges
(AASE) Listing Requirements 1 (nl),
2, 16, 24(n38), 119(n51), 129
beneficiaries’ interests 70-1
best interests of company, see fiduciary
duties
board of directors 2
delegation 12-13, 40-1
disclosure to 79-82
boards
management 6
supervisory 6

meetings 12-16, 137
informal 14
telephone 12, 13, 13(n47)
powers, see powers of directors
resolutions 12
responsibilities
see also fiduciary duties 2(n4), 39
size 3
Board of Trade, see United Kingdom
bona fide, duty to act, see fiduciary duties
bribes 77
business judgment rule 59(n5), 142,
152-3, 179
Canada
Business Corporations Act 1973 3(n8)
care, duty of 140
derivative suits 150, 157, 172-4, 180,
260
disclosure of contracts with own
company 82-3
general meeting initiating suits 147
oppression remedy 245(n15), 260
standing to sue 170, 180, 244-5
care, duty of, see negligence
chairman 3, 15, 193-4
charges on property void 217
chief executive officer, see principal
executive officer
classes of shares
class rights, wrongful variation of
159-60
directors to represent 22
close companies, see quasi-partnerships
Cohen Committee(UK)206,242(n10)
Commonwealth/State co-operative
legislation
CAC l(nl)
Codes l(nl)
Formal Agreement 1978 1(nl)
history 1(nl)
Ministerial Council l(nl)
NCSC (Commission), see National
Companies and Securities
Commission
Uniform Companies Acts (UCA)
l(nl)
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directors -- continued
company
alternate 13
concept 62, 123
appointment, see appointment
control, see control of companies
beneficiaries, duties to 70-1
ownership 153
care, duty of, see negligence
compensation
charges on property in favour of 217
committees 4
civil proceedings against 146-71, 229
to the company 101-2, 140-1
see also remedies
code of practice (UK Institute of
for loss of office 22, 23, 64, 120,
Directors) 3
195-206
competing with company 105-8
corporate trustees, liability of 215-16
competition with company 105-8
creditors, duty to, see creditors
confidential information, see information
criminal proceedings against 145-6
constructive trusts 86, 187-9
debts, wrongfully incurring 227-34
see also remedies
de facto 8-9, 32, 87, 251
contingency fees 150
defaulting 213-39
contracts
definition 7-8, 31
breach by company 22
delegation of powers and reliance
compensation, see compensation for
12-13, 40-1, 134, 137-9
loss of office
derivative actions against, see
’golden handshakes’ 201-6
derivative suits
of employment 195-200
dishonesty 30-3, 214-15
reinstatement 200-1
dismissal, see removal
specific performance 196
disqualification from office 25-38
terms 107-8
duties of care, diligence and skill, see
with own company 21, 77-83
negligence
see also fiduciary duties
duties, fiduciary, see fiduciary duties
control of companies 71(n68), 74,
111-18, 167-9
examination of 236-7
Cork Report 239
fiduciaries, as 55-6
see also United Kingdom
fiduciary duties, see fiduciary duties
corporate gifts 63-5
’figurehead’ 134, 137, 143
creditors
fraudulent conduct 228-9, 234-5
directors as 192
’golden handshakes’ 201-6
directors’ duty to 56, 63, 67-70,
see also contracts of employment;
99-100, 123
compensation for loss of office
corporate trustee, directors of, rights
guarantors, discharging liability as
against 215-16
219-23
interests 34-6, 56, 63, 67-70, 99-100,
imprisoned, disqualification of 29
123
indemnification for legal costs 210-12
preferred 221-2
information, right to 16-17
standing to bring actions 69-70,
interlocking 74-5
99-100, 180, 244-5, 253, 261
liability
for debts of corporate trusfee
criminal proceedings, standing 145-6
215-16
damages,
to liquidators over certain
transactions 217-19 .
mitigation 200
litigation, control of 49-52
see also compensation; remedies
loans 206-9
deadlock 52-3, 270-1, 275
see also loans to directors
dealing in securities 103
meetings 12-16, 137
debts, wrongfully incurring 227-34
see also board of directors
declarations
misfeasance, see misfeasance
see also remedies 23(n37), 183
multiple directorships 74-5
de facto directors, see directors
negligence, see negligence
defaulting directors, see directors
nominee 72-4
delegation, see directors
derivative suits
numbers 18
oppression 240-62
costs 149-50, 177
definition 161-3
see also oppression
Foss v Harbottle 150-80
powers, division of with general
see also, Foss v Harbottle, Rule in
meeting 39-53
see also powers of directors
oppression, relief 256-9
directors
property, selling to and buying from
company at profit 217-19
as agents 54
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directors -- continued
ratification of directors’ acts, see
ratification
reinstatement 200-1
relief granted by court, see relief,
power to grant
removal, see removal
repeated breaches of legislation,
disqualification for 26-7
retirement 19, 21
role 1-17,48-9
’secret profits’ 58, 77, 80, 83-95
service contracts 195-201
see also contracts of employment
shareholders, duty to 56-8
solvency, declaration of 235
takeovers 118-26
torts,liability for 238-9
trustees, directors as 55
unable to act 52-3
unwilling to act 52-3
vacation of office 8
validation of acts 9
voting own shares 95-100
disclosure
compensation payments 202-6
contracts with the company 78-83
general notice to board 80
offices of directors 80, 105
property of directors 80
records of declarations of interest 80
remuneration 195
dismissal, see removal
disqualification from office 25-38
see also restrictions on appointment

0-12

employee directors, see executive
directors
employees
competing with company 107-8
interests 63-7, 100, 123-4
representation on boards 5-6
employee representation 5-6
European Economic Community (EEC)
derivative suits 174
directives (of corporate law) 5(n14), 6
employee representation movement 5
’harmonising’ corporate law 5(n14), 6
non-cash consideration 213
two-tier boards 6
examinations of persons concerned with
corporations 236-7
executive directors (inside directors or
employee directors) 2-4, 108, 139,
143, 191, 193-206
exemption from liability 74, 81(n17),
210
Federal Republic of Germany, employee
representation on boards 5-7
fettering discretion, duty to avoid 58,
75
fiduciary duties 2, 54

best interests of company, duty to act
in 58-76, 223
proper purposes doctrine, link with
109-10, 114(n32)
takeovers, duties in 118-26
bona fide, duty to act 59-61
bribes 77
categories of fiduciary duties 58
collateral purposes, see fiduciary
duties, proper purposes
competition between directors and
company 105-8
conflict of interests and duty 58,
77-108
real sensible possibility of conflict,
test 84, 84(n23), 86, 105
contracts between company and
directors 77-83
control, manipulation of 115-18
fettering discretion, duty to avoid 58,
75
good faith, duty to act in 55, 58,
59-61, 214-15
proper purposes, duty to act for 58,
109-18
defensive tactics, takeovers 118-26
primary or substantial purpose
114-15
shares, issuing for control purposes
111-18
statutory formulation of doctrine
128-30
’secret profits’, duty to avoid 58, 77,
80, 83-95
fiduciary relationship 54-8, 86-7, 92
financial relationships, directors to
companies 190-212
Foss v Harbottle, Rule in 150-76
exceptions to 67, 144, 148, 155-69
fraud on the minority 163-71
general meeting power to bring
actions 50-1
legislative solutions to 172~80
oppression, relief 256-9
problems associated with 69, 240,
242
ratifiability test 156-7
see also ratification
rectification of share register 128
representative actions 161-3
standing, a preliminary procedure
169-71
fraud
acting fraudulently 228-9, 234-35
company, on the 163
corporation, in relation to 224-6
creditors, on the 100
disqualification from office for 28-31,
38
fraudulent conduct 228-9, 234-5
minority, on the 163-71
see also Foss v Harbottle, Rule in
power, on a 164
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liquidator
acting in place of board 53, 144, 147
duty to creditors 67-70
examinations of persons concerned
general meetings 9
with corporations 236-7
litigation, control of 49-53
guarantor/directors, recovering from
powers 39-53, 147
219-23
special notice 22
litigation, standing to initiate 217,
unanimity, power of 48, 90
229, 233-4
see also shareholders
property of the company, recovering
Ghanaian Companies Code 1963 and 1961
profits from directors 217-19
Report 8(n23), 50(n36), 52, 74, 76,
litigation
129, 143(n60), 176(n73), 180(n92),
board power to initiate 146-7
195(n34), 242
care, duty of 143-4
gifts, corporate 63-5
control 49-53
’golden handshakes’ 201-6
funding 149-50
good faith, see fiduciary duties
general meeting, power to initiate
governing director 18-19
51-3, 147
groups of companies, directors’ duties
sub-committees of board,
71-2
litigation 178-9
guarantors, directors discharging liability
loans to directors 206-9
as 219-23

fringe benefits 201
see also taxation

management
acting in 31-2
management article of association, reg
66(1) 44-8, 109, 147-8
indemnification for legal costs 210-12
powers 39-53, 109-10
independent directors, see non-executive
managing director 3, 13, 39-40, 191,
directors
193, 195-200
information, corporate 16-7, 90-1, 98
meetings of board 12-6, 136-7
director’s rights to 16-17
memorandum of association
members’ rights to 17
’corporate gifts’ clauses 63
misuse 101-2, 105-6, 108, 188-9
directors’ names 19
injunctions
objects clauses 272
allotment of shares 126(n99)
Ministerial Council 1(nl), 145
insider trading 103
minority shareholder
negligence 141, 144
litigation, power to initiate 147-80
oppression 256
see also litigation
section 574 injunctions 102, 141, 144,
minutes of board meetings 16, 82
182-3, 260-1
misappropriation of company property
inside directors, see executive directors
89-95
insider trading
see also fiduciary duties
information, improper use of 101-2
misfeasance 68, 135(n21), 184,212,
prohibition on 102-5
223-7, 237-8
insolvent companies 100, 222-3, 232,~263
mitigation of damages 200
see also solvency
multinational corporations 41
’interested’ directors 51-3, 77-108
definition of ’interest’ 78
National Companies and Securities
material interest 80
Commission (NCSC)
records of declarations of interest 80
defensive tactics in takeovers,
see also fiduciary duties
comments on 122, 125-6
interlocking directorships 74-5
investigations by 145, 244
opposition to application to act as
Jenkins Committee (UK) 18, 27, 29, 40,
director 36-7
120, 128, 131, 241-2, 245, 247, 257
register of disqualified directors 26
role 1(nl)
Lawrence Committee (Ontario) 49,
standing to litigate 26, 143-4, 243-4
147(n10), 172, 177
limited liability 38, 213-14, 238
negligence
, board meetings, non-attendance
liquidation
insolvency, proof of 222-3
136-7, 136(n26)
care, duty of 41, 54, 58, 131-44
preference, meaning of 221-2
common law duties of care, skill and
remuneration of directors 192
diligence 131-9
see also winding up

honesty, duty to act with 214-15
see also fiduciary duties, good faith
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derivative suits, grounds for 165-7
disqualification from office 26-8,
37-8
executive directors 139
gross negligence 132-3
misfeasance 226-7
oppression 144, 167, 250, 258
problems of enforcement of duties
143-4
reasonableness test 133-6
reform proposals 141-3
skill, degree of 134-6
statutory duties of care and diligence
131, 139-41
New Zealand
disqualification of directors 28(n58),
29
employees’ interests regarded 67, 124
oppression remedy 245, 251, 257
nominating committees 4, 44
nominee directors 72-4
non-executive directors (outside or
independent directors)
appointment and number 3, 67
remuneration 190-4, 205
role 4, 6, 44, 143
objects clauses 66
officer 101, 141,217
see also directors
opportunity, corporate 83-4, 86-95
see also fiduciary duties
oppression 146, 184, 240-62
defined 246-8
failing companies and 259-60
grounds of action 245-50
negligence 144, 167, 250, 258
nominee directors, by 73
oppressors 251-2
relief 243, 252-9
removal of a director 250-1
’squeeze outs’ 241, 242-9
standing 243-5
valuation of shares 254-6
winding up 252-3, 264-5, 274-6
outside directors, see non-executive
directors
Patton Committee (Northern Ireland)
18
personal rights, actions for breaches of
147-8, 159-63, 179
powers of directors 39-53, 109-30
general powers 109-11
issue shares 110-18
litigation, to institute 46, 146-7
proper purpose doctrine 109-11
see also fiduciary duties
raise capital 111, 113, 117
principal executive officer 4, 195, 205-6
profit maximisation 62, 66, 123
proper purpose doctrine, see fiduciary
duties

property of the company 90-5, 105,
217-19
see also fiduciary duties
proxy voting
board meetings 12
contests, proxy 178
general meetings 22, 42
’purchased litigation’ 175, 177-8
qualification shares 21, 24-5
quantum meruit, remuneration and 191,
193
quasi-partnerships 144, 152, 240-1, 251,
254, 256, 266-76
quorum
board meetings 13, 14, 15, 33
general meetings 9
ratification
directors using own votes 95-8
expropriation 99
Foss v Harbottle 151-2, 156-7, 161,
166-7, 180
general meeting 53, 88-9, 95-100
share issues 126-8
unanimous shareholders 98-100
reckless trading 227-34
see also debts, wrongfully incurring
rectification of register 128
registered office 82
reinstatement 200-1
relief, power to grant 25, 84, 237-8
remedies 145, 180-9
account of profits 184-5, 187-9
best interests, for not acting in 75-6
compensation 184
constructive trust 187-9
see also constructive trusts
contracting with own company, for
77-82, 181
damages 184
declarations 183
injunctions 182-3
see also injunctions
oppression petition 240-62
rescission of contracts 181-2
restoration of property 185-6
standing to seek civil law remedies
146-71
standing to seek statutory remedies
145-6
tracing 185-7
winding up petition 263-78
winding up procedure 277-8
removal of directors 21-4, 195-201
cause for dismissal 22
grounds 21, 144
managing directors 195-200
negligence 144
personal rights, infringement of
160
resolution to remove 22, 197
remuneration of directors 40, 190-5
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rescission of contracts 181-2
see also remedies
resignation 21
resolutions, see general meetings; board
of directors
restrictions on appointment 25-38
salary, see remuneration
secret profits 58, 77, 80, 83-95
see also fiduciary duties
secretary 3, 12
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), USA 3, 104
security for costs 176-7
see also derivative suits
service agreements 107-8, 195-200
see also contracts of employment
’shadow’ directors 82
share qualification 21, 24-5
shareholders
directors’ duty to 56-8, 62-3, 123
directors voting as shareholders
95-100
disclosure to 78-82
fiduciary relationship with directors
’ 56-8
fiduciary duties when voting 59(nl)
future shareholders, directors’ duty to
62 -3
interlocking 72
oppression of 240-62
personal rights, actions for breach
147-8, 159-63
standing to bring actions 244
see also Foss v Harbottle, Rule in
unanimous 48, 90, 98-100, 165(n9)
shares
allotment 25, 110-18, 119
classes 22, 159-60
valuation 254-6, 264
skill, duty of, see negligence
solvency 63, 235
see also insolvent companies
’ squeeze-outs’,see oppression
Stock Exchange, see Australian
Associated Stock Exchanges
strike suits 174-6, 178, 180
subsidiary companies, duties of directors
72-3
substratum
failure 271-6
see also winding up
takeovers
defensive tactics 118-21, 201-2
duties of directors 109, 118-26
’golden handshakes’ 201-2
issuing shares to defeat 111-18
ratification of defensive actions
126-28
requirements of Takeovers Code 120-1,
201-2

taxation
compensation payments 206
fringe benefits 201
torts, directors’ liability 238-9
tracing, see remedies
trading trusts, see beneficiaries’ interests
and trustee companies
travelling expenses, directors 191
trustee companies, directors of 70
trustees
directors as 55
directors’ liability to creditors 215-16
ultra vires 65-7, 99, 157-8
unanimous shareholders 48, 90,
98-100, 165(n9)
see also shareholders
United Kingdom
Board of Trade 3, 104-5, 145
Cohen Report 206, 242(n10)
compensation payments 204
Cork Committee Report 239
disclosure of contracts with own
company 82
disqualification from office 27-8
employees’ interests 67, 124
fraudulent conduct 227-8, 235
insider trading 104-5
Institute of Directors 3-4
Jenkins Committee, see Jenkins
Committee
loans to directors, prohibition 207-8
oppression remedy 257
proper purpose doctrine 129
service contracts 204
United States of America
board meetings, attendance 137
business judgment rule, see business
judgment rule
care, duty of 132-3, 141-2
derivative suits 174-6, 177(n79)
dismissal, cause 23
disqualification of directors ~9
election to board 20
fiduciary duty to shareholders 57-8
indemnification for legal costs
210-11
insider trading 104
loans, prohibition 209
reliance on employees and experts
138-9
takeovers, directors’ duties 124-5
see also Securities and Exchange
Commission
valuation of shares 254-6, 264
see also oppression
voting
ballot 20
cumulative voting 20-1, 255
deliberative and casting votes 16
directors using own votes 95-100
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duties of shareholders when voting
59(nl)
poll 20
prohibited if director interest in
contract 81
public company directors, voting on
20
ratification of directors’ actions
95-100
’straight’ (unit) voting 20
weighed voting rights 24
winding up 263-78
actions for 184

deadlock 270-1
directors acting in own interests
264-6
expulsion from office 268-70
grounds 263
’just and equitable’ 253, 264-76
justifiable loss of confidence 270
oppression 252-3, 264, 274-6
substratum, failure of 271-6
threat of 274, 276
unprofitable trading 273-4
worker representation, see employee
representation

